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The continuum hypothesis (CH) is a very strong axiom; CH decides a large 
number of statements irrdependent of the axioms of set theory. As Martin and 
Solovay point out [lo], lCH, the negation of CH, is rather weak. They list some 
important statements decided by CH, but left undecided by 1CH. They then propose 
an axiom, called there A, but now universally called Martin’s axiom (MA), such 
that MA+lCH decides these questions. We investigate an alternative to MA, the 
definable forcing axiom (DFA) such that DFA+ -CH decides these questions the 
opposite way from MA+ 1CH. (A different “opposite” of MA is considered in [ 11.) 
Many of the statements left undecided by 1CH involve sets of cardinality wl: are 
they all as “small” as countable sets because they have cardinality less than c (the 
continuum), or can some of them be in some senses as “large” as c? 
MA asserts that for every countable chain condition partial order, P, and every 
family 9 of less than e dense subsets of P, there is a filter G in P such that G n D Z @ 
for all DE 9, Loosely speaking, in certain situations MA allows us to do less then 
c tasks where we expect to be able to do only countably many tasks-sets of 
cardinality less than c are “small’*. DFA asserts that for every “definable” countable 
chain condition partial order, P, there is a family { Gu : Q < w,} of filters in P such 
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that for every dense subset D of P, the set (a! E ol: Ga n D = 0) is countable. Leosely 
speaking, DFA allows us to do c tasks in w1 many steps-some sets of cardinality 
w1 are “large”. VV= will discuss the problems of defining definable in Section 3. 
Our terminology and notation are mostly the same as that of [9], our basic 
reference. The reader should be familiar with the basic notions of MA-partial 
order (PO), compatible, countable chain condition (ccc), dense, and filter. When 
considering a po defined in different models of set theory, we want compatibility, 
as well as field and order to be preserved. To this end, we consider a po to be a 
triple (P, G, I) where G is a transitive, reflexive relation on a set P, and we write 
p _L q if p is incompatible with q; that is, there is no r E P with r <p and r~ q. We 
say that a sequence of po’s {(P, , s Q, I,): cr<S)iscoherentifP’cP,,~O=d,IP~, 
and 1, =1J$ for /3Ca. 
We list some other almost standard notation: the cardinality of X is 1x1; [A]” = 
{Bc A: lBl= K}; [A]‘” = {B t= A:B is finite}; AB is the set of functions from A to 
B; and ‘“A = U{“A: n E o}. 
Because this is a memorial volume to Eric, I have chosen to write about the ideas 
Eric and II had in the late seventies, rather than the results of others obtained in 
the eighties. As a consequence, this paper is expository, personal, and, in some 
places, superseded by better results. 
We extend special thanks to Arnie Miller for helpful comments on early drafts 
of this paper. The referee’s report was very informative; excerpts are included as 
Section 6. 
xamples of the use of 
The first three examples of Section 2 compare and contrast CH, MA, and DFA. 
The next two examples provide applications to Banach spaces and general topology. 
They were originally shown consistent by iterated ccc forcing. We noticed similarities 
in these two examples, generalized, and formulated DFA. There are many more 
examples of the use of MA in [6]; some of these can be adapted to DFA. We remark 
that the consequences of DFA from Sections 2.1,2.2 .nd 2.3 follow from the existence 
of the cofinal (N,: cy < wl} of Section 2.4. These implications are summarized in [S]. 
Let us describe the pattern of the first two examples in this section. First we do 
a recursive construction of length wl = c, assuming CH. We emphasize two aspects 
of this recursion. One, at some or all steps, we must consider the preceding steps; 
this is no problem because there are only countably many predecessors. We can 
consider this process to be a subinduction of length o: list countably many dense 
sets and meet hem one-by-one. Two, we finish the construction in w1 steps because 
we listed the c many tasks in an w1 sequence. 
Second, we repeat he recursion assuming MA. When considering the preceding 
steps, we use a ccc po and less than c dense sets instead of a subinduction of length 
0. We finish after c steps because we listed the tasks in a c sequence. 
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Third, we taclde the problem assuming DFA. We do not list the tasks; we do not 
use recursion. We apply DFA to a ccc po, usually the same as with MA; DFA 
guarantees that the wl many filters do all c tasks. (Eric found it very amusing that 
the same po was used to get the contradictory conclusions from MA and DFA.) 
When using DFA, we define a set Xcy from the filter G,. In order that Xa be the 
right type of object, sometimes we need Gel, to meet countably many dense sets. 
The following addition to DFA is helpful at such times. It follows easily from DFA 
by discarding countably many G’s and reindexing. 
Further, we require that Ga n D f B for all cu E w1 and D E 9, a fixed 
countable set of dense subsets of R (*) 
2.1. Scales in “w 
We define the po s* on “w by 
f s* g iff f(n) s g(n) for all but finitely many n E W. 
We call A c %J unbounded if A is unbounded in (“0, s *), dominating if A is 
cofinal in (“w, s*), an d a K-scale if A is both dominating and well ordered of type 
K by s*. 
2.1.1. CIY imp!ies there is an o1 -scale 
By CH, well order 70 as { fa: a! < ol}. We define the wl-scale {s,: LY < w,} by 
recursion on cy. Let sO=fO. If ~!=p+l, define S,E”W by s,(n)= 
max{s&@, f&)}+ 1. If Q is a limit, enumerate {/3: p < ar} as {a(i): iE w). Define 
s, E “o by s,(n) = max(s,&n): is n)+ 1. We note that it is sufficient hat {fa: a! < 
wi) be a dominating family (not necessarily all of “w ). 
2.1.2. MA implies there is a c-scale 
Well order “‘w = (fa : CY c c}; define, so, s@+~ asbefore; the problem is when M is 
a limit. 
Let P= cww x Ow. Define (a, f) d ((r’, f ') iff (i) a =I u’, (ii) f>f’, and (iii) for all 
n E dom(a - u’), c(n) >f’(n). P is ccc because Cow is countable. For n E o, let D, 
be {(cr,f) E P: n < dom a), a dense subset of P; set 9 = (D,,: n E 0). For h E 30 let 
Dh = ((a, f) E P: h s* f}, dense in R Assuming MA, for Q! < c, there is a G meeting 
every D~9v(D~gP<a).Setq,, = UG. Thus the induction continues. 
2.1.3. DFA implies there is an o1 -scale 
Apply DFA to P and 9 above to obtain (G,: QI <w,). Set g, = 
u(a: (3f~ “w )[(u, f) E G, 3). Then (gtl: to! < wl} dominates %J. We then apply the 
CH argument o (g*: 6y < wi} to get an +scale. 
2.2. Luzin and Sierpinski sets 
A Luzin set in a space X is an uncountable subset L of X such that for all dense 
open subsets W of X, L\ W is countable. L c X is called c-Luzin if IL1 = c and fop 
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all dense open subsets W of X, IL\ WI CC. It will be convenient o consider II, the 
unit interval, instead of IR, the reals, because II is compact and has measure one. 
(The product of countably many two-point spaces would work just as well.) Let 93 
be a countable base for II consisting of open sets with measure strictly between 0 
and 1. 
22.1. CH implies that there is a Luzin set in 0 
List the dense open sets { W*: cy c or}. Inductively choose xs E n{ W,: CY c p} # fl 
by the Baire Category Theorem. 
2.2.2. MA implies that there is a c-Luzin set in II 
The above construction generalizes to an induction of length c after we show that 
the intersection of less than c dense open sets is nonempty. Let P = 98; set B s B’ 
iff B = B’ or B c B’. P is ccc because P is countable. If W is a dense open set, then 
&‘=(BEP: Bc W} is dense in R For new, D,,={BEP:diameter B<l/n} is 
dense; set 9 = {Dn: n E co}. Let /3 CC and let { Wh: a! < p) be dense open sets. Then 
by MA, there is a filter G meeting every D E 9 u (D, : a < fl). Let x0 be the unique 
element of nG. 
2.2.3. DFA implies that there is a Luzin set in II 
Apply DFA to P and 9? to get { 6,: p c w,}. Again r)G, is a singleton {xP}. Then 
(x6: /3 C w,) is a Luzin set. 
A Sierpinski set is an uncountable subset of reals which has countable intersection 
with every measure-zero set. The Luzin set constructions above generalize. Let 
P={KcU: K is compact and m(K)>O}. For an F, set Wd with m(W)=l, set 
Dw= (Kd?Kc W}. 
2.3. Unions of o, small sets 
The results of the previous section can be strengthened. Assuming MA, the 
intersection of less than c dense open sets is not only nonempty, it in fact contains 
a dense Gs. Similarly, the intersection of less than c measure-one sets has measure 
one. Assuming DFA, the o posite is true; there is a family {N, : (Y c 0,) of closed 
nowhere dense null sets whose union is 0. 
Let 9 be as in Section 2.2. Let P = {(B, a): E 9, a E [O]‘“, and B n a = 0). Set 
(B9 a)<(B), a’) iff ’ and Q c a’. P is ccc because B is countable. B is the 
poset we want to work with, but we need a trick (the product trick) to use dense 
sets. Let 
Q = {q E “P: q(i) = (a,@ for all but finitely many i}. 
Set q s q’ iff for all i E w, q(i) c q’(i). For q E Q, define q1 E “SB and q2 E “([II]<“) so 
is ccc because there are only countably 
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many 4,‘s. For i, n E w and B E B, set 
Di.n = 4 E 0: m(aM > 
1 
1-i 
I 
and 
&3 ={qEQ: ql(i)nB#O). 
Let 9 be the family of these countably many dense sets. For XE II, DX = 
(q E Q: (3 i E w)[x E q*(i)]} is dense. 
Apply DFA to get filters G=, (Y c ml, in Q. Define Wo.a+i = u{ql(i): q E Ga}. 
Because of 9, each W is dense open and m( W) = 1. Because of Dx, x E 
nt w,: P < 4 
2.4. Cocfinality of compact null sets 
Assuming CH, there is a remarkable xample of a Eanach space, constructed 
independently by Haydon, Kunen, and Talagrand, which serves as a counterexample 
to numerous conjectures concerning Eanach spaces of dimension w1 [7; 15, Sec- 
tion 51. Haydon’s construction can be followed almost verbatim (occasionally w1 
must be replaced by 2”), assum’” Irfig (i) 2” c 2”1 and (ii) the existence of a sequence 
{I+& : a < 0,) of compact null subsets of 2” such that every compact null set is a 
subset of some IV=. CK of course immediately implies (i) and (ii). DFA+lCH is 
consistent with 2” c 2”1; arguing as in Section 2.3 with P = ((B, K): BE 9B, K com- 
pact null, and B n K = 0) yields DFA implies (ii). MA+ 1CH implies both 2” = 29 
(not (i)), and the union of w1 null sets is null; hence not (ii). 
2.5. A small compact space with b-10 convergent sequences 
Fedorchuk [4] constructed a compact Tt space of cardinality cand weight c with 
no convergent sequence, assuming what he called the partition hypothesis. We 
noticed [3] (as did Simon independently) that the construction could be simplified 
assuming 2” = 29 and the following hypothesis which follows from DFA: There is 
a set {( Ua, Vn): Q! < ol} of pairs of disjoint open sets of 2” such that for every 
convergent sequence s= {s, : n E w ) there is cy c wl such that 
Isn &I= o==Isn VJ. 
Let S be the family of convergent sequences in 2” and let s E S converge to x,. 
Let B=(uc~“:u is clopen and @#r&2”). Let P=((u,v,a)d3xBx[2W]<W: 
u, v, a are disjoint). Set (u, v, a+ (1.8, d, at) iff u 3 u’, v 2 v’, and a 2 a’. We will 
use the product trick again. Let Q = {q E “P: q(i) = (0, @,@I) for all but finitely many 
i E o}. Let ql , q2, q3 be such that for all i E w, q(i) = ( ql( i), q21i), q3( i)). Q is ccc 
because there are only countably many ql’s and q2’s. For s E S, D, = 
{q E Q: (3 i E w )[x, E q3( i)]) is dense. Also, for s E S, i, n E o, 
DSin = {q E Q: either (x, E ql( i) u q2( i)) 
or (n < Is u ql( i)l and n c Is n q2( i)l)} 
is dense. 
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Apply DFA to get (GQ : a < 0,). Define 
and 
u (q1,0,0)EG,I 
V w-a+i = U{qt(i): (0,q2,0) E Gal* 
Let s E S. Choose Q! so that g* meets D, and Dsin for all i, n E o. Let i be such that 
x,~q3(i)forsomeq~G,nD,.Ifq~D,i,nG,,thenIsnq,(i);>nandIsnq*(i)l) 
n.HenceIsnU61=o=isnV”l,where/3=cuo+i. 
We now sketch the construction of the small compact T2 space with no convergent 
sequences. We may assume that for all ar < wl, Da u va = 2”. For each /3 E [o, ol), 
there is a homeomorphism h, : 28 +2”. Set Ut = h,‘[ U,] and Vt = hj’[ V,]. Let 
b : w1 x w1 + wI be a bijection such that b(a, /3) = y implies that /3 s 7. Let X be the 
subspace of 29 consisting of those functions f such that if #I 3 o, then 
f(b(cu,@))=O impliesfl#& uf, 
and 
f(b(a,/3))=1 impliesf& 9:. 
Let F = ( fn : n E co} be a set of distinct points of 2”1. We will show that F has at 
least wo limit points; hence F is not a convergent sequence. Choose /3 large enough 
so that F, = (fn I & n E o} is a set of distinct points of 2’! Choose cu so that 
IF,n ~fj= w = 1 F, n VfsI . Let y = b(q Is). Then F does not converge on the yth 
coordinate. 
We do not know whether DFA implies that there is a set ((U,, Va): a c 0,) of 
pairs of disjoint open subsets of 2” so that for every disjoint sequence, (B,: n E w}, 
of clopen subsets of 2”, there is cy so that 
I(n: B, c u,}I = o = I{n: B, c V”}l. 
The construction above works when {B, : n E w} converges to a point. However, not 
every such sequence has a convergent subsequence. 
3. 
Note that in Section 2.4 we wanted 2” < 2”~ while in Section 2.5 we wanted 2” = 2Y 
We now informally sketch the construction of a model of DFA plus any consistent 
etic. Start with a model of the desired cardinal arithmetic. We will 
force with a ccc po of cardinality c; hence the extension will have the same cardinal 
arithmetic as the ground model. Let Df be the (countable) set of formulas of the 
language of set theory that define “definable ccc PO’S of cardinality at most c”. Let 
QO be the finite support product of {PO,: Q f},where P: is the po &fined by Q 
in the ground mod a! c o1 , to be (the name in the finite 
support iteration { port product of {P$: Q E IX"), where 
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Pz is the po defined by 9 in the extension by {QP: p < a}. Now a generic filter own 
the resulting po yields filters Gz on Pz, which extend to filters on P@. We notice 
that a dense subset D is determined by a maximal antichain A, which is countable 
because Pq is ccc. Thus, D appears, in effect, at some intermediaFe stage. Hence 
we have a model of DFA. 
How must we define “definable” to formalize the sketch above? First, for Q fixed, 
a! varying, the Pg’s must cohere so that GG is related to Pv in the extension. Defining 
“definable” to achieve this goal is messy. Dissatisfaction with this mess is the main 
reason Eric and I repeatedly postponed revising the preprint of this paper. 
Second, for the cardinal arithmetic, there must be at most c “definable” PO’S each 
of cardinality at most c. (We digress. We can generalize to “definable from a real”. 
At each stage there are new PO’S “definable from a real” but only at most c.) 
Since defining “definable” was such a mess, we considered ropping the restriction 
“definable”, leaving only the restriction that the po have cardinality at most c. 
Specifically, we considered 
A. For every ccc po, P, of cardinality at most c, there is a family {G, : a c o,J 
of filters in B such that for every dense subset D of P, the set {cu Ewl: GQ n D = 0) 
is countable. 
We will see in Section 5 that CH implies UFA and that we cannot relax the 
condition “cardinality at most c” to “cardinality at most c+“. Note that there are 
(up to isomorphism) 2’ many ccc PO’S of cardinality c, so the above plan to preserve 
cardinal arithmetic is implausible. Indeed, we will see that each of the consequences 
of UFA considered in Section 4 implies that 2’ = 2”1 and cf(c) = wl. 
The first candidate for a model of UFA+lCl-I is the Bell-Kunen model [2] 
(defined independently by Steprans [18-J). For convenience, assume GCH in the 
ground model. Let Q,,, r) c ol, be (a name for) a ccc po forcing MA+ c = Ec,+2. 
Force with the finite support iteration of the Qq’s. If P is P(x) from Section 4.1, 
or P from Section 4.2, then the traces of P on the intermediate models cohere, so 
that the conclusions of Theorem 4.4 and Section 4.2 hold in the extension. 
Several “anti-Martin’s axiom” statements, uch as the existence of a Souslin tree 
and the existence of a maximal family of cardinality w1 of almost disjoint subsets 
of w, can be shown to hold in the Bell-Kunen model using the details of the 
construction. (We do not know whether these statements follow from UFA+ 1CI-I). 
Using similar ideas, Merrill showed in his thesis (to appear as [ 11,121) that UFA+ 
1CH fails in the Bell-Kunen model. Merill’s original proof split into two cases, 
depending whether or not something slightly weaker than Chang’s conjecture holds 
in the ground model. 
TodorEcvic considered UFA to be the wrong name for the above axiom. Recently 
he made the following observation, showing that the above axiom does not have 
the intended meaning. 
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is Q ccc po of size b+ with no jilter of size 
Consider the po of 1201. Lemma 15 shows that it is ccc; Lemma 16 shows 
that there is no filter of size b+. Cl 
3.3. Corollary. UFA i$CH. 
CH implies UFA is Example 5.1. UFA implies b = ol; hence UFA+7CH 
implies that b+s c. Cl 
The results above do not answer the intended question because the po used does 
not have meets (i.e., glb’s). This loophole is discussed further in Section 5. TodorZevie 
and the referee advocated the following revision and renaming of UFA. 
3 a. A (Luzin set axiom). Every compact HausdorlI space of m-weight G 2N~ has 
an K,-Luzin set. 
TodorZeviC has recently proven (to appear) 
If every ccc po with meets of size c is w,-centered, then 0# exists. 
Thus, the construction of 3 model of LA+ lCH, if possible, must involve large 
cardinals; a simple variation of the Bell-Kunen model cannot wok 
The following notation will be helpful in considering ultrafilters on o. For A, 
B E [o]“, we say 
AC* B iff A-B is finite. 
We consider a free ultrafilter on o to be 3 point of the space w* = Fw - 0. A basis 
for o* is (A”: AE [o]“) where A* = {YE o*: AE y}. Note that A c* B iff A*’ B”. 
We call ~4 = (A a: (Y c 6)~ [w]” 3 tower if (1) cy </3 iff A, c* A,, and (2) there is 
no B E [o]” such that B c * A for all A E d. We say that x E o* is a &-point if x 
is generated (as an ultrafilter) by a tower (A* : ar < 6). 
The character of x, x(x) is the least cardinality of a neighborhood base for x; 
equivalently, x(x) is the least cardinality of a f3mily generating x (considered as 
an ultrafilter). A rr-base for x is a family “1’ of nonempty open sets such that 
whenever x E U is open, there is VE “c’ such that Vc U. (It is not required that 
x E a/.) The ?r-character of x, nx(x), is the least cardinality of a r-base for x. 
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. The following are provable from ZFC. 
(a) For allxEo*, W,~X(X)SC. 
(b) There is y E w* such that x(y) = c. 
(c) There is ZE o* such that ?rx(z)>cf(c). 
See [2] or [13,4.4.2-31. Cl 
It follows quickly that CH implies that all x E w* have character and v-character 
ol. We will apply MA to the filter po, defined below, to obtain Booth’s Lemma 
and give two interesting applications. 
4.1. The filter partial order 
Let 9~ [w]” be a filter. We define a ccc po P( 9). Set P = [ 01” x 9. Set (a, F) s 
(a’, F’) iff a 3 a’, F c F’, and (a - a’) c F’. P( 9) is ccc because [w]” is countable 
and 9 is a filter. For every n E o, Dn = {(a, F) E P: Ial 3 n} is dense. Set 9 = 
{a>,: n E w}. Foi every FE S, DF = {(a, E) E P: E c F} is dense. 
.2. (Booth’s Lemma). Assume MA. Let 9~ [w]” and ISI < c. There is 
A E [w]” such that A c * F for all F E SK, 
Broof. Apply MA to P(S) and 9 u { Dr: FE S’}. Cl 
4.3. Corollary. (a) (MA) There is a PC-point x. 
(b) (MA) x(x) = c for all x E w*. 
roof. (a) Well order [w]” as (Sa: a! < c}. We define A, by recursion on a! < c. Set 
Ao= w. Given A,, define A,+1 = A, n Sm if A, n Sa: is infinite and A,+1 = A, if 
A, n Sa is finite. Suppose a is a limit, and A, has been defined for all y < cy. Let 
9” be the filter generated by {A,,: y c (Y}; set Pp = P( @RR). Let G, be a filter in P, 
meeting D,, and DA, for every new and yea. Set A,=U{IY:((Y,O)EG,}. A,E 
[w 1” because of the D/s and A, c A, because of DA,. {A, : a c c} is a tower, and 
generates a PC-point because we tested every S E [o]“. 
(b) Let & E [y]“; d generates a filter Z Let G be a filter in P( 9) meeting every 
Dn, n E o, and every DA, A~&.SetB=U{a:(a,o)~G}.IfBE9,then9isnot 
an ultrafilter. If B E 9, then a set C E [B]” with B - C infinite shows that 9 is not 
an ultra!ilter. El 
rem. UFA implies that every x E w * has a v-base Yx, IvJ= to1 , such that 
if x E U open, then V c Ufor all but countably many V’s in TX. Hence cf(c) = o1 and 
2’ = 2”l. 
Apply UFA to P(x) and 9 to obtain { Ga: a! 
U{a: (a, w) E GU}; set “y;c = {Ez: cu < w,}. If x E U is open, there 
x E B* c U De = {(a, F): F c B} is dense in P(x). If DB n 6, # $3, then Ez c U. 
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Because x # y implies Vy, lo*1 s IP( “1, or 2’~ 2? Further, cf(c) = w1 follows 
immediately from Theorem 4.1 (c). Cl 
<AZ. AZ subsets relatively Bore1 
Every subset of a countable 7’r space is the countable union of singleton, closed 
sets; hence every subset is both F’ and Gs= A allows us to extend this property 
to separable metric spaces of cardinality less than c. Let X be a space with a 
countable base, 48, closed under finite unions, 1x1 CC, and let Y be an arbitrary 
subset of X. Let 
P={(B,a)c93x[X-Y]<“: Bna=Q1}. 
Set (B, a) s (B’, a’) iff B 3 8’ and a 3 a’. Let 
Q = (q E “P: q(i) = (@,a) for all but finitely many i}. 
Set qsq’ iff for all i~o, q(i)<q’(i). For qcQ define ql, q2 so that for all i~o, 
q(i)=(qr(i),q2(i)). The sets Dz=(q~Q:(3i~~)[z~q2(i)]}, for ZEX-Y, and 
Div = (q E Q: y E q,(i)} for i E w, y E Y are dense; let G be a filter in P meeting them 
all. Let Ui = U(ql( i): q E G}. Y c Ui because of the DY’S; Y = n{ Ui: i E O} because 
of the Dz’s. 
Assuming UFA, every subset of a separable metric space X can be obtained from 
the open sets by unions and the intersection of EC1 many open sets. Precisely if 
Y c X, then there is a family { Liia : i E o, a c to,} of open sets such that 
Y= U n n ui*= n U n uia- @<w, a<@ iEw $<ol a-Z/3 ice 
Define P, Q, Dx, and Diy as above. Apply UFA to get filters Ga, at < wl. Set 
Uia = IJ(ql( i): q E G,). TO see that z E X - Y is not in the combinations, choose /3 
so that cy > p implies Dx n Ga f 0. Similarly, to see that y E Y is in the combinations, 
choose p SO that for all i E w, Diy n G, # 0. 
The result above also holds in the Bell-xunen model; &ee [191. If every Y c R 
is K,-Borel, then 2’ = 2Nl because there are only 2”1, &-Bore1 sets; moreover 
cf(c) = w1 (Carlson, unpublished). 
We begin with the routine observation that CH implies DFA. Let P be a CCC po 
of cardinality at most c. Let A = {a E [ PISw: a is maximal incompatible}. Since P 
is ccc IAIsC’=C=O,. List A as (a,: a c 0,). For a, E A, let Da = 
(p E P: (3q E a,)[ p s q]}. Enumerate cy as {a(n): n E w}. For each Q! < wl, define 
p( cy, n) E P by recursion on n E w. Let p( ar, 0) be arbitrary. Choose p( (Y, n + 1) E Da(“) 
so that p(q n+l)q(ar, n). Set 
Ga=(qEP:(3nEo)[p(~,n)Sq]}. 
is a filter, and Ga n D7 f 0 for all y < 0~. 
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We call attention to a result of Bandlov and Shela:i [I&j: “‘Ever)l ‘;qc boolean 
algebra of cardinality c+ is the union of c many filters.” In par%cul;r, CH implies 
that every ccc poset of cardinality w2 is the union of ml-many filters. In some senses, 
this is a generalization of 3.1. It is a tempting trap to assert hat this result routinely 
extends to po’s. The flaw in the obvious “proof’ is to assume that all PO’S have 
meets (i.e., greatest lower bounds). In fact there is a counterexample, due to 
Todor5evi6, and included with his permission. 
le. There is a CCC po P of cardinality c+ which is not the union of c 
many filters. 
Informally, P is the po of finite approximations of a one-to-one function from 
c+ to “0. Formally, for each n E to, let Pn be the set of functions p satisfying 
(a) dom p E [c+Jco, 
lb) range p c Q, 
J) ;8 is one-to-one. 
Set k = u{ P,: n E to}; define 2 d q if dom p 3 dom q and p(a) 2 q(a) for all Q E 
dom q. The usual counting arguments how that P is ccc. 
Toward a contradiction, assume that P = u{ G,, : 17 < c). For r) c c, define A, = 
U{dom p: p E G,,). Because c CC+, a regular cardinal, there is 5 CC with IA,1 = c+. 
For a! E A,, define fa = u{p((~): p E GJ. Because G4 is a filter, fu is a function. 
Because 1<% CJ “WI = c, there arc j3, y Cc+ with fs =f,. Choose p, q E GI, with 
p E dom p and y E dom q. Becausa G, is a filter, there is r E GV with r < p and r < q. 
Then, for some n, r(p) =fs In =f, I n = r(y), contradicting that r is one-to-one. 
6. 
The referee presented some interesting ideas in his/her report. Instead of para- 
phrasing, I will quote. 
“I propose that you make this an expository paper on the (still open) problem 
whether [LA] is consistent with 1CH. . . This axiom, which has an equivalent partial 
order version, is a kind of antithesis to Martin’s axiom since it decides many 
set-theoretic questions in the opposite way of MA.” 
“Instead of the messy definition of ‘definable’ you could say that a structure 
9=(P, se, I& is dejnable iff 9 E HOD(R) and that it is weakly definable iff there 
exist 6,I E HOD(R) such that ss = s I P2 and _b9 = I 1 P2. 
One can then prove the consistency of wDFA+lCH, where: 
For any weakly definable ccc poset 9 of size ~2~0 there is a 
Luzin family of filters of size K,.” wDFA 
“This is done by first Levy collapsing a weakly compact cardinal to w1 and then 
doing a Bell-Kunen iteration up to K,, . If one is bothered by the use of large 
cardinals (which do not know are necessary for this result) one can state weaker 
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versions of wDFA where only weakly A&definable posets are used. One can also 
consider versions of the axioms for Souslin pose& etc.” 
[Let me make a few remarks about the above construction. First, since there are 
more weakly definable pc ‘s than definable PO’S, wDFA is stronger than DFA. Second, 
the pa’s of Section 4 are examples of weakly definable, nor definable po’s. Third, 
the task of “definable” is to allow reflection. Weak compactness insures that the 
trace of a weakly definable po appears in cofinally many intermediate models and 
that these traces cohere. In contrast o the construction discussed in Section 3, it is 
not required that if a definable po appears at an intermediate stage, then it must 
be considered at every later stage.] 
“One can then ask whether wDFA is equivalent o the following apparently 
weaker statement: 
Every weakly definable ccc pcset of size ~2~0 is &centered.” 
“At any rate 2 implies most of the consequences of wDFA presented in this 
paper. Thus, one can show using 1c that the covering numbers for the ideals of 
meager, measure-zero, and closed mesure-zero sets are all K,. This implies the 
existence of Luzin and Sierpinski sets. The existence of a Luzin set of size K1 implies 
that 6 = o1 and this, by a result of TodorEevi6 [2O, 211 implies that ccc is not 
productive.” [In [20], Todor5evic proved that cf(c)-cc is not productive, In [2I] he 
proved that there is a weakly definable ccc po of cardinality cf(c) with no centered 
subset of cardinality cf( c) .] 
“To see, for example, that the covering number of the meager ideal is K1 let JV 
be the collection of all nowhere dense subtrees of 2’“. For S, TE JV let 
A (S, T) SF ynS(2” f T12”. For F E [JV]<O let AF !EF {A (S, T): S # T E F}, let 
fiF dgF card(F) and &( n ) dzF the nth element of AF for n < nF. Finally say that a set 
DG 2’” is n-dense iff (tlte 2”)(3s E D)[t c_ s]. Define the poset 9 by 
FE 9 iff FE [Nlcw and (vn < nF)[2*F’“)\UF] is n-dense. 
Let the order be reverse inclusion. It is easily seen that 9 is a a-linked poset of 
size 2Ko. Now if X c JV is such that [XIKc, c 9, then it follows that [LX is a nowhere 
dense tree. Thus, if P = U,,,, Pa, where eip ?k 9, is centered, then letting Ca = 
uU%, C=0CJ: a < WJ is a family of K1 nowhere dense sets which cover all 
nowhere dense subsets of 2”. 
As another example let us show that 2 implies that the r-character of every filter 
on w is s& l Thus, suppose @ is a filter consisting of infinite sets and define for 
a, b c oA( a, 6) ‘ef pna n n # b n n. For FE [S]‘w let AF 
aF ‘kF n E Define the poset 9 by 
FEP iff FE[~]<~ and (VnCw)[lAFnill~ 
Order is erse inclusion. Again if E 9 is such that 
infinite. 9 if 9 is &-centered, th 
kF {A(a, 6): a, b E F} and 
aF A nil* 
VW-~ c 9, then nX’ is 
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“Finally, you should mention a result of Miller and Prikry [ 141 who proved that 
in the Bell-Kunen model: 
For every ccc a-ideal in the Bore1 sets there exists a Luzin set of size K1. 
Does this follow from wDFA?’ 
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